CWAC Meeting Minutes

Monday November 12, 2018

Present

Mike Unger, Caroline Brisson, Gilad Cohen, Christina Connor, Timothy Haase, Shaziela Ishak, Stacie Taranto.

Not Attending: Gurvinder Khaneja and Sarah Bolton

Approval of Meeting Minutes

Meeting minutes from October 2018 were unanimously approved.

Unit Updates: Submitted Plans

CWAC members provided updates for plan submission and feedback provided by SACs

Claire Major Teaching Presentations

CWAC reviewed and discussed Claire Major’s presentation with particular attention to general education. This led to a discussion of Ramapo’s General Education curriculum map and discussion of GECCo’s desire to refine experiential learning in the GE program.

Topics for the Assessment Brief tabled for discussion of the Library Assessment Plan and Upcoming Middle States Conference

Christina Connor received feedback on survey question wording and agreed to revise the library assessment instrument.

CWAC members provided questions for follow up at the Middle States conference including updated approaches to curriculum mapping.

Meeting Adjourned